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Internal audit for law firms
Firms must do all they can to be proactive and be able to demonstrate a robust process and structure
to the management of all risks but internal audit is definitely an area that deserves particular attention. In
this edition JLT discusses this issue with Frank Maher, partner in Legal Risk LLP, solicitors, specialising in
professional regulation and professional indemnity for law firms.

THE CURRENT POSITION
The PwC Law Firm Survey 2015
commented that ‘internal audit remains
an area of underinvestment, particularly
when benchmarked against corporate
businesses of equivalent
size, complexity and geographic reach’.
This accords with Frank Maher’s
experience. PwC’s 2014 survey
stated that the general benchmark for
expenditure on internal audit outside
law firms was 0.05% of revenues’. Law
firms have traditionally been weak on
internal audit, but, as we shall see, client
pressures and the criminal law may
force change.

The PwC surveys cover the larger firms.
Paradoxically, it is the smaller firms
which are more likely to have some
system of internal audit, or at least a
system for reviewing client files, as they
have been either pressurised or inspired
to adopt quality standards such as
ISO 9001, Lexcel or the Law Society’s
Conveyancing Quality Mark.

CLIENT REQUIREMENTS
Now, even some of the largest firms are
beginning to see clients, particularly in
the public sector, looking for evidence
of quality standards, and asking about
independent third party verification too.
This started with information security

requirements, but we are seeing far
wider requests too. Financial institutions
are under increasing pressure from
regulators to protect customer data,
and to ensure that their suppliers do
likewise. Proposals by the New York
State Department of Financial Services
on cybersecurity for financial services
companies will add further pressure
here on some firms.

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING
Meanwhile, the fourth Money Laundering
Directive will require firms, where
appropriate in relation to the size and
nature of the business, to introduce
an independent audit function to test
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the internal policies and controls.
HM Treasury’s consultation on the
transposition of the fourth Money
Laundering Directive asks for views on
the appropriate threshold for the size
and nature of the business for those
purposes and on what constitutes an
‘independent audit function’.
One of the recurrent issues in anti-money
laundering compliance is that of legal
professional privilege. It does not apply
to everything on a solicitor’s file, even
assuming that the crime-fraud exception
is not an issue. It is therefore a matter
requiring legal input, so we venture to
suggest that audit for compliance in
this area is likely to be more effective if
undertaken by lawyers who understand
the law on legal professional privilege
and its application in practice.
Firms in the regulated sector under
the Money Laundering Regulations
2007 are, of course, already required
to have ongoing monitoring for certain
categories of higher risk work, but Frank
comments, this is an area of weakness
he finds repeatedly when auditing even
some of the most reputable firms for antimoney laundering compliance.

REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS
The Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA)
Code of Conduct requires that You have
a system for supervising clients’ matters,
to include the regular checking of the
quality of work by suitably competent
and experienced people. (Outcome (7.8):
the emphasis is the writer’s.) This would
appear to suggest a requirement for file
review.
Rule 8 of the SRA Authorisation
Rules 2011 requires firms to have
suitable arrangements for compliance.
Guidance note (iii) contains a list of
considerations for assessing the
adequacy of those arrangements,
and these include file reviews.
Taking Outcome (7.8) and Rule 8
together, a firm which did not have a
system of reviewing client files might
have to be able to justify why not, and
what other systems and controls it had
in place instead.
Many firms, even some of the largest,
have had brushes with the SRA over
compliance with the SRA Accounts
Rules 2011, and a particular danger
area which may be susceptible to severe

consequences is the prohibition on
providing a banking facility, in rule
14.5 of the SRA Accounts Rules 2011,
which is easier to breach than many
people realise. It has caught city firms
too, and is not just a small firm issue.
Problems such as these may be better
discovered by the firm itself – perhaps
even before they crystallise – than by
the SRA. Remember too, that the SRA
may discover these in the course of
investigating another firm: there have
been two recent examples of this in the
solicitors’ disciplinary tribunal, where
money moved between firms and a city
firm was caught in the crossfire, with
disciplinary proceedings pending.

PROFESSIONAL
INDEMNITY INSURANCE
Professional indemnity proposal forms
may contain representations that the firm
carries out file reviews. If untrue, these
could lead to coverage disputes – Frank
Maher’s firm (Legal Risk LLP) is currently
advising one firm in a dispute with its
insurers, where this is one of the issues,
as it is alleged that they failed to follow
the processes described in the proposal.
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CLIENT FILE REVIEWS
IN PRACTICE
Let us turn to the thorny question of file
review. However, as we shall see, the
systems of internal audit which a law firm
needs may extend far beyond client files.
City firm partners may wax lyrical about
why their files cannot be reviewed,
because they are too large and too
complicated. They may trust their
partners, but in the words of the Russian
proverb quoted by Ronald Reagan, they
should ‘trust but verify’. It can be done,
as Legal Risk LLP has demonstrated in
practice, and valuable information can be
gleaned from the process for the benefit
of the firm and its risk management,
particularly if the reviewer is a lawyer with
experience of dealing with a wide variety
of work types. Examples from the front
line of file review, include failing properly
to distinguish between multiple clients
who may instruct the firm jointly, such as
trustees, and those who have separate
interests, such as multiple shareholders
selling a company, for whom separate
client opening procedures are needed,
separate client accounts, and potentially
separate advice.

A related example may be potential
conflicts where the firm is relying on the
substantially common interest exception:
have all the clients given informed
consent in writing in accordance
Outcome 3.6 of the SRA Code of
Conduct 2011? If consent has been
obtained, was it sufficiently informed
consent? For those with American
clients, it is worth noting that a number
of US insurers are reporting that conflicts
are the biggest source of claims.
Even in large firms, dabbling in unfamiliar
areas of practice is a risk issue. General
files are a particular problem here. Firms
may think they have banned them, as
had been done in one case the writer
encountered. But lawyers were created
to find ways round rules. And that is
what they do. So one partner in the firm
proudly told Frank Maher, that although
general files were now banned, “I call
mine ‘compliance files’”!

INTERNAL AUDIT BEYOND
THE CLIENT FILES
So much for client matters, but what
about internal audit of the rest of the
firm? Top firms are big businesses, yet
as the PwC report shows, they are not
protecting themselves in the same ways
their clients are.
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Law firms may make substantial
investment in IT, for example.
Procurement fraud is not unknown,
even in law firms. It has also occurred
on client work, for example, when
dealing with consultants in other
jurisdictions where customs and
standards are not aligned with our own.
Section 7 of the Bribery Act 2010 create
an offence of failure to prevent bribery.
Without a system of internal audit, it may
be difficult to establish the ‘adequate
procedures’ defence.
Now the government is proposing a
similar provision, in the Criminal Finances
Bill, for failure to prevent fraud. Very
many firms, including a high proportion
of city firms, have experienced a rogue
partner or employee at some time in
their history. If the provision is enacted,
then in future the firm may be exposed to
criminal penalties if it cannot establish an
‘adequate procedures’ defence.
Taking all these factors into account,
there is therefore a compelling case for
establishing an internal audit function
which should cover the practice
as a whole, including, for example,
procurement, accounts and file review.
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DEVELOPING A SYSTEM
Who should do the internal audit?
Some firms use retired partners to
combine the benefit of their experience
and seniority. Others use more junior
staff who are not legally qualified; while
this may still have a value, it may not be
as useful as an audit by lawyers.
There may be benefits in outsourcing
the task to an independent law firm.
These may be for resource, cost and
efficiency reasons, or, particularly where
there are known problems which might,
for example, trigger an SRA investigation,
legal professional privilege. Bear in
mind that you are creating documents
which could be disclosable in litigation,
unless privileged.
How detailed should the checklist be?
It is a matter of personal judgment
whether to use a long, detailed checklist
or something shorter. Longer lists can
be difficult to use, and divert attention
from things which matter, in part because
visually they treat a large number of

issues as being of equal weight when
they may not be. When we enquired,
Frank Maher favours a shorter list with
guidance notes as an aide memoire.
File selection needs consideration.
People often refer to random file audit
without giving real thought to the
concept. Randomness is an important
feature in any audit, but should not be
the sole factor. It is far better to take a
risk-based approach and target your
audit based on established risk criteria,
then add a few files at random. We have
also heard of cases where the auditor
claimed to pick random files, but then
walked away from auditing large files,
too daunted to take them on, which can
be a huge mistake.
Random selection is best not left entirely
to human fallibility, because there may
be many reasons why the process of
selecting files may become distorted.
A random number generator is easily
created for this task.

CONCLUSION
Many law firms are big businesses now,
and they face increasing demands from
clients, regulators and the criminal law
to maintain systems and controls for
monitoring compliance with contractual,
regulatory and other legal requirements.
In short, the case for implementing
a system of internal audit now
appears unanswerable.
The implementation and on-going
maintenance of an internal audit
strategy is of paramount importance
to all law firms. How firms are
approaching this subject is of
considerable interest to professional
indemnity insurers, clients and the
Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA).
Thank you to Frank Maher from
Legal Risk LLP for his contributions
to this bulletin.
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